US questions technical access of foreign students

By Robaire Warren

MIT's oldest group of foreign students is joining to rejuvenate the MIT Canadian Club. Club members say American applicants, while Canadians enrolled at MIT: 106 graduate students and 61 undergraduates. The Club's first meeting drew 50 students.

Chamberlain, is to nurture “better relations with the [MIT alumni] clubs in Canada.” Hobbs commented that the only active MIT Club in Canada is one based in Toronto.

In an effort to remedy this placement problem, the Club is planning publication of a resume book. “If [the book] fills a need to bring to the attention of Canadian employers that there are talented young Canadians down here,” said Eugene Chamberlain, International Students' Advisor and Associate Dean for Student Affairs.

Another aim of the Club, said Chamberlain, is to counter “naive interpretations” that Yulu have not been the best-organized. Said Chamberlain, “Up until Peter Hobbs came along, the Canadian Club had not functioned sparsely.

There are presently 167 Canadians enrolled at MIT: 106 graduate students and 61 undergraduates. The Club's first meeting drew 50 students.

Yulu.” Powell noted that in Yulu's case the reviewers had concerns about the potential dangers of critical US technology in the hands of computer software technology.

The letter also suggested that Yulu's courses have “minimal involvement” in applied research.

The letter stated, “The US Government regularly reviews the programs of Chinese exchange visitors in scientific and technical programs to meet export control and national security concerns. Various government technicians have reviewed the program of Qi- Yulu.” Powell noted that in Yulu's case the reviewers had concerns about the potential dangers of critical US technology in the area of computer software technology.

The letter continued, “There should be no access to the design, construction, or maintenance data relevant to individual items of computer hardware. There should be no access to source codes or their development. Access should be limited to the published software for operating system subroutines. This office should be advised prior to any visits to any industrial or research facilities.”

In response, Magrath said, “We have all kinds of unpublished government-funded research all over campus. Your proposal would restrict him from access to all of it. Our mission is teaching, research, and public service, and neither our faculty nor our administration were hired to implement government security actions.”

Presently, the University of Minnesota has 115 Chinese exchange students and has sent more than 20 professors and administrators, including Magrath, to China as part of their exchange program.

Magrath stated, “You ask for coursework with minimal involvement in applied research: I don't know what you mean by minimal, and I have no idea how you define applied research.”

At Cambridge Forum, Joel Porte, Professor of English and American Literature at Harvard and C. Conrad Wright, Professor of American Church History at Harvard will discuss “Emerson: Enemy of American Civilization?” Wednesday, December 2, 8pm, 3 Church Street, Harvard Square. Free and open to the public.

OPEN FORUM

on

1982-83 TUITION and FINANCIAL AID

with members of ACADEMIC COUNCIL

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10th
4:30 - 6:00 P.M.

MEZZANINE LOUNGE
STRATTON STUDENT CENTER

Come and express your views before decisions are made for 1982-83.

sponsored by the OFFICE OF THE DEAN FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS

THE HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM

1982/83 PROGRAMS FOR AMERICAN STUDENTS

Please check desired program

1. ONE YEAR PROGRAMS - FOR COLLEGE SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS

2. REGULAR STUDIES - FOR COLLEGE TRANSFER STUDENTS (B.S. 2 years, B.A. 3 years)

3. GRADUATE STUDIES - MAJOR OR MINOR

4. SUMMER COURSES - PH.D. only

Please check desired program

For application and information write:
Office of Academic Affairs
American Friends of the Hebrew University
821 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

For Further Information on Campus, Contact
Prof. Bernard S. Brill
Office of Academic Affairs
29
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Office of Academic Affairs
American Friends of the Hebrew University
821 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

For further information:
29

Call 55-111
253-4718

EXCLUSIVE PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT

STARS

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3
1:00 - 3:15, 5:30 - 7:45 - 10:00